A text processing pipeline to extract recommendations from radiology reports
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\textbf{A B S T R A C T}

Communication of follow-up recommendations when abnormalities are identified on imaging studies is prone to error. The absence of an automated system to identify and track radiology recommendations is an important barrier to ensuring timely follow-up of patients especially with non-acute incidental findings on imaging examinations. In this paper, we present a text processing pipeline to automatically identify clinically important recommendation sentences in radiology reports. Our extraction pipeline is based on natural language processing (NLP) and supervised text classification methods. To develop and test the pipeline, we created a corpus of 800 radiology reports double annotated for recommendation sentences by a radiologist and an internist. We ran several experiments to measure the impact of different feature types and the data imbalance between positive and negative recommendation sentences. Our fully statistical approach achieved the best \textit{f-score} 0.758 in identifying the critical recommendation sentences in radiology reports.

\textcopyright\ 2013 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.

\section{1. Introduction}

Use of imaging technologies within healthcare delivery organizations has grown dramatically over the last decade, providing previously unavailable diagnostic and screening capabilities \cite{1}. At the same time, growth in the number of reports and images generated contribute to growing challenge to optimally use clinical information while not being overwhelmed by it. In addition to providing reports addressing questions posed by ordering providers, radiologists often identify unexpected incidental findings that may pose a significant health risk to the patient in the short or medium term \cite{2}. Professional societies have assisted in this effort by defining what types of findings justify designation as critical results, specified how these results should be communicated, and provided guidelines for the follow-up of incidental finding communication \cite{2–4}. However, there is an unmet need to provide an automated system infrastructure to track and identify both critical test results and unexpected findings as these unexpected findings have been shown to “fall through the cracks” alarmingly frequently \cite{5–7}. For example, the imaging report presented in Fig. 1 contains an incidental finding of a suspicious pulmonary nodule in a patient whose study was ordered because of another reason, which is accompanied by an ‘incidental recommendation’ that the study be repeated within 6 months because of concern for a malignant neoplasm (Fig. 1 – Line 24). These incidental findings may occasionally be communicated to the ordering clinician by phone or in person by the radiologist, but are usually written in the body of the radiology report \cite{8}. However, because of patient mobility and frequent provider hand-offs, these potentially important observations and recommendations might not be apparent to clinicians caring for the patient. In large institutions, the clinician who ends up following the patient may not be the same as the person who ordered the imaging study \cite{5}. A study examining electronic transmission of critical radiology results that did not require recipients to acknowledge receipt of the notification, found that physicians failed to acknowledge the result in more than one third of cases, and in 4\% of cases, the result was lost to follow-up 4 weeks after the test \cite{6}. Even if the need to consider future investigation was verbally communicated to the ordering clinician, this information may be missed several months later when someone else views a long list of reports in the electronic medical record (EMR). A recommendation will not be considered by the treating clinician if it is not seen.

Despite the imperative of good communication to avoid medical errors, it does not always occur. Inadequate communication of critical results is the cause of the majority of malpractice cases involving radiologists in the USA \cite{9}. The Joint Commission reported that up to 70\% of sentinel medical errors were caused by communication errors \cite{10}. Communication problems are at least
a causative factor in up to 80% of medical malpractice cases, and for radiologists, miscommunication is the second most common cause for malpractice lawsuits, after “failure to diagnose” [11].

The goal of our research is to identify clinically important follow-up recommendations so that the reports can be flagged visually and electronically so that separate workflow processes can be initiated to reduce the chance that needed investigations suggested in the report are missed by clinicians, and as a result, further action not considered. As an initial step to accomplish this goal, we designed a text processing approach based on natural language processing (NLP) and machine learning to identify the sentences that involve clinically important recommendation information in radiology reports.

In this research study, we defined clinically important recommendation as a statement made by the radiologist in a given radiology report to advise the referring clinician to further evaluate an imaging finding by either other tests or further imaging. In the remaining of this paper, for the sake of simplicity, we use recommendation to refer to clinically important recommendation unless specified otherwise.

2. Related work

In the clinical NLP domain, radiology reports have been widely studied by various researchers [12–17]. As one of the earliest examples, Friedman et al. developed and evaluated a text processor called MedLEE (Medical Language Extraction and Encoding System) that extracts and structures clinical information from textual radiology reports and translates the information to terms in a controlled vocabulary so that the clinical information can be accessed by further automated procedures [12,13]. Jain et al. used MedLEE to encode the clinical information in chest and mammogram reports to identify suspected tuberculosis [14] and breast cancer [15] patients. Hersh et al. described an NLP system called SAPHIRE that matched text to concepts in the Unified Medical Language System (UMLS) Metathesaurus for automatic indexing of radiology reports to develop clinical image repositories that can be used for patient care and medical education [17]. In this paper, our overall goal is to identify sentences that include clinically important recommendation information in radiology reports.

The problem of identification of recommendation information in radiology reports has also been previously studied by other researchers [18–20]. Dang et al. processed 1059 radiology reports with Lexicon Mediated Entropy Reduction (LEXIMER) to identify the reports that include clinically important findings and recommendations for subsequent action [18]. In that study the researchers did not analyze the documents at the sentence level. The same research group performed a similar analysis on a database of radiology reports covering the years 1995–2004 [19]. From that database, they randomly selected 120 reports with and without recommendations. Two radiologists independently classified those selected reports according to the presence of recommendation, time-frame, and imaging-technique suggested for follow-up examination. These reports were analyzed by an NLP system first for classification into two categories: reports with recommendations and reports without recommendations. The reports with recommendations were then classified into those with imaging recommendations and those with non-imaging recommendations. The recommended time frames were identified and normalized into number of days. The authors reported 100% accuracy in identifying reports with and without recommendations. In 88 reports with recommendation, they reported 0.945 precision in identifying temporal phrases, and 0.932 in identifying recommended imaging tests. In a follow-up study, the authors analyzed the rate of recommendations by performing a statistical analysis on 5.9 million examinations [20]. In all three papers, they reported impressive overall performance values; however, the authors presented their text processing approach as a black box without providing necessary information required to replicate their methods.

In a previous study, we built a statistical recommendation sentence identification approach [21]. The main focus of that study was to define features that capture the characteristics of recommendation sentences. We ran several experiments with different combinations of the defined features to improve the overall classification performance. The pipeline presented in this paper is a continuum of that research. There are many contributions of this paper. First, we present a novel statistical section segmentation approach that chunks a given radiology report into its main sections, (2) a sentence segmenter that identifies the sentence boundaries in the identified sections, and (3) a binary classifier that
labels each identified sentence as a positive or negative recommendation sentence. In the following sections, we will explain each component in detail.

3.1. Dataset

In order to develop and evaluate our system, we created a corpus of radiology reports composed of 800 de-identified radiology reports extracted from the Harborview Medical Center radiology information system. The reports had been generated by the Nuance RadWhere™ radiology voice recognition reporting system using a combination of structured report templates, speech recognition, and freely typed text. The reports were stored on General Electric Centricity Radiology Information System (RIS) version 10.6. The reports represented a mixture of imaging modalities, including radiography, computer tomography (CT), ultrasound and magnetic resonance imaging (MRI). All the reports in our dataset were created as structured template reports and edited later by the radiologists for the details and finding of the imaging tests. The radiologists used voice recognition systems to edit the reports. The retrospective review of those reports was approved by the University of Washington Human Subjects Committee of Institutional Review Board, who waived the need for informed consent.

Two annotators, one radiologist (M.L.G., second author of the paper) and one internal medicine physician (T.H.P., fourth author of the paper), reviewed each of the 800 reports. The distribution of the reviewed reports across imaging modalities is listed in Table 1.

The annotators marked the sentences that include recommendations in the following two rounds.1 Having a radiologist and an internal medicine physician enabled us to capture the views of the producers and the consumers of the radiology reports on recommendations sentences.

In the first round, there were no annotation guidelines other than the definition of recommendation. Each annotator annotated the data independently from each other. In the second round, each annotator went over the instances (an instance is a sentence in corpus) that received different labels in the first round and wrote a note to explain the rationale for his labeling; then he read the rationale written by the other annotator and relabeled the sentences if he agreed with the other annotator’s rationale. As an example case, one annotator labeled the sentence “If clinically indicated, pelvic ultrasound could be performed in 4 to 6 weeks to document resolution” as recommendation, but the other annotator did not because he thought the author was hedging. In the second round, both annotators agreed that the sentence did not include recommendation.

With the two rounds of double annotations, we calculated inter-annotator agreement (IAA) for each round. The results are shown in Table 2. The IAA was pretty low for the first round (0.757). Going through the second round improved the IAA significantly (0.974). We used the 113 sentences agreed by the two annotators in the second round as the gold standard for the recommendation sentence identification task.

3.2. Section and sentence segmentation

Although radiology reports are in free-text, they are structured in terms of sections to describe clinical information (e.g., Fig. 1 – Line 2 "HISTORY:"), exam details (e.g. Fig. 1 – Line 4 “COMPARISON:"), findings (e.g., Fig. 1 – Line 10:"FINDINGS:"), and impression (e.g., Fig. 1 – Line 23 “IMPRESSION:"), and impression (e.g., Fig. 1 – Line 23 “IMPRESSION:"), automatically segmenting and classifying clinical free-text into sections is an important first step to any information extraction task as it helps to ground the significance of the text within.

In prior research, we developed a rule-based approach to identify the section boundaries of radiology reports [21]. Because the rules we defined mainly relied on the heuristics that capture the characteristics of radiology reports of our institution, they were not generalizable. To overcome this problem, we applied machine learning approaches to identify the boundaries of the sections and their types [22]. We constructed an ontology of 11 section categories for radiology reports (Table 3). The ontology has been designed to cover typical radiology reports sections, as advised by a clinical expert. To build the ontology, we first created a list of sections by randomly selecting a small subset of 10 radiology reports from the corpus. With the help of the clinical expert, we (a) grouped similar sections together under general section categories, and (b) put rare or atypical sections under a catch-all category. We used this ontology to create an annotated corpus to train our section segmentation approach. We randomly selected 100 reports from our corpus and a single annotator annotated the reports for section boundaries and assigned each annotated section a category from

---

1 M.L.G. and T.H.P. participated in manual annotation and error analysis of the study. They did not actively participate in the system design and development phases to prevent bias to the system performance.
the ontology. There were 594 sections annotated in the 100 radiology reports.

Our basic methodology for section segmentation is to classify each line in a document to indicate its membership to a section. Our classifier operates at the line level rather than the sentence-level, because the content of clinical records tends to be fragmentary and list based. Under this methodology, we built two separate models for section segmentation and classification. First, the section boundaries are identified by labeling each line with a B (beginning of section), I (inside of section), or O (outside of section) tag. We used the features listed in Table 4 to create the feature vectors for this step. Then, the unlabeled sections from the first step are passed to the second step, where a separate classifier is called upon to label each section with a section category. The features used for the second step are listed in Table 5.

We used Maximum Entropy (MaxEnt) [23] models for classification and used beam search to find a good tag sequence. We used the MALLET toolkit [24] with L-BPGS parameter estimation and Gaussian prior smoothing. The Gaussian prior variance was left at its default value (=1). To measure the overall performance, we ran 5-fold cross validation and achieved 0.93 precision, 0.91 recall, and 0.92 f-score, where a match means that the section identified by the system matches a section in the gold standard with respect to both section boundaries and section label.

### Table 3
Section category ontology for radiology reports and category frequencies in the annotated set of 100 radiology reports.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Section header categories</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>Percentage (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Clinical information</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clinical history</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>16.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exam details</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exam</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>1.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comparison</td>
<td>89</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contrast</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>3.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Procedure</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>11.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Findings</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>16.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Impression</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>13.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Impression</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>2.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attending statement</td>
<td>104</td>
<td>17.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Catchall</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Combined</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>594</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 4
Features for line labeling in Step 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Features</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Text features</strong></td>
<td>isAllCaps, isTitleCaps, containsNumber, beginsWithNumber, numTokens, numPreBlanklines, numPostBlanklines, firstToken, secondToken, unigram</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Tag features</strong></td>
<td>prevTag, prevTwoTags, tagChainLength</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 5
Features for section labeling in Step 2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Features</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Header features</strong></td>
<td>Same as Text features, only the header line is used</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Body features</strong></td>
<td>avgLineLength, numLines, docPosition, containsList, unigram</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Tag features</strong></td>
<td>prevTag, tagHistUnigram, tagChainLength</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Our section segmenter identified a total of 4758 sections in 800 radiology reports. The distribution of the sections is in Table 6. After identifying the report sections, we used the OpenNLP\(^2\) sentence chunker to identify the boundaries of the sentences in the section bodies. We identified 18,747 sentences (113 labeled as positive recommendation sentence and 18,634 labeled as negative recommendation sentence) in the 4758 sections of 800 reports in our corpus.

### 3.3. Recommendation extraction

The main architecture of our recommendation extraction component is illustrated in Fig. 3. In the following subsections, we will explain the main steps of the process.

#### 3.3.1. Feature extractor

To identify recommendation sentences, we first represented the content of sentences with a feature vector that captures the characteristics and content of the sentences. We used five types of features as listed in Table 7.

We used unigrams as the baseline representation. Under the category Ngram features, we represented the content of the sentences with bigrams and trigrams. For syntactic features, we identified the part-of-speech tags of the unigrams by using Stanford POS Tagger [25].

We defined knowledge-based features based on Unified Medical Language System (UMLS). In the latest version of UMLS [27], there are over 2.3 million biomedical concepts as well as over 8.5 million concept names. To identify the biomedical phrases, we used MetaMap [28], a tool created by NLM that maps the strings in free text to biomedical concepts in the UMLS. MetaMap uses the UMLS to find the closest matching known concept to each identified phrase in the free text. Our system sends each sentence to MetaMap and uses the Concept Unique Identifier (CUI) of the identified UMLS concepts to group the synonymous concepts. We used the identified CUIs as binary features in our representation. For syntactic features, we defined a feature from the POS tags of the verbs in a given sentence to detect any patterns related to the tense of the sentences. We defined a binary feature to capture the presence of modal verbs based on the observation that the majority of the positive sentences included a modal verb. To group different forms of common verbs used in recommendation sentences such as recommend, suggest,
consider, and advise, we stemmed the verbs with Porter stemmer [26] (e.g., Fig. 1– Line 24: recommended ⇒ recommend).

Recommendation sentences usually appear under Impression sections (Fig. 1– Lines 23–26). Such an observation indicated the potential importance of section header information in the classification decision. Under the group of structural features, we defined a feature based on section header of a given sentence to capture where the sentence is located within the report. For instance, the binary feature defined for the sentence “Follow-up chest CT is recommended in 6 months” (Fig. 1 – Line 24) is called sectionHeader_Impression.

3.3.2. Classifier training

For our recommendation sentence classification task, we used the implementation of MaxEnt algorithm available in MALLET tool-kit [24].

4. Results

We evaluated the classification performance by using precision, recall, f-score, and accuracy performance metrics. Because there were a very limited number of positive sentences in our annotated corpus, we decided to use 5-fold cross validation to measure the performance of our classifiers.

4.1. Classification performance

We designed three groups of experiments to explore the effects of (1) the large feature space used to represent the dataset, (2) different feature types, and (3) data imbalance between positive and negative classes on the classification of recommendation sentences.

In our prior work, we have explored the effect of different feature types on the overall recommendation sentence classification performance and found out that the combined feature sets performed the best. Because we made revision to the gold standard based on double annotation and changed several components of our architecture, we decided to repeat the same experiment to see whether our prior findings were still valid. There were 109 positive sentences identified in the single annotated dataset used in prior work [21]. This number increased to 113 after double annotation as described in Section 3.1. However, only 91 of these 113 double annotated sentences were marked as positive in the previous gold standard created by a single annotator.

4.1.1. Feature set size experiments

As described in Section 3.3.1, we defined a rich set of features to represent the content of radiology report sentences. Table 8 summarizes the number of distinct features for each feature subtype used to represent the 113 positive sentences as well as the complete dataset. For some feature sub-types (e.g., bigrams, trigrams), the feature set sizes are quite high. Feature selection algorithms have been successfully applied in text classification in order to improve the classification accuracy. By significantly reducing the dimensionality of the feature space, they also improve the efficiency of the classifiers and provide a better understanding of the data [29,30].

In our experiments, before learning a model for recommendation sentences, we first built lists of ranked features from the training set for each fold. We applied feature selection only to feature types with a large number of features including unigrams, bigrams, trigrams, and UMLS concepts. We used statistical hypothesis testing to determine whether there is an association between a given feature and the two categories of our problem. Specifically, we computed the \( \chi^2 \) statistics [31] which generate an ordering of features. Table 9 lists the top 10 unigrams, bigrams, trigrams, and UMLS concepts ranked by \( \chi^2 \) statistics for one of the 5-folds.

As can be observed from Table 9, many of the features are closely linked to the recommendation sentences.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 7</th>
<th>Features for sentence classification.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Feature type</td>
<td>Features</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baseline (B)</td>
<td>unigram</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ngram (N)</td>
<td>bigram, trigram</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Syntactic (S)</td>
<td>tense, stemmedVerb, includesModalVerb, includesTemporalPhrase</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Knowledge-based (K)</td>
<td>umlsConcept</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Structural (St)</td>
<td>SectionType</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature</th>
<th>Feature sub-type</th>
<th># of distinct features for 113 positive sentences</th>
<th># of distinct features for the complete dataset</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Baseline (B)</td>
<td>Unigram</td>
<td>402</td>
<td>4687</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ngram (N)</td>
<td>Bigram</td>
<td>856</td>
<td>30720</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trigram</td>
<td>1005</td>
<td>51615</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Knowledge-base (K)</td>
<td>UMLS concept</td>
<td>221</td>
<td>3987</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Syntactic (S)</td>
<td>Tense</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>stemmedVerb</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>564</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>includesModalVerb</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>includesTemporalPhrase</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Structural (St)</td>
<td>sectionType</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 3. Architecture for recommendation extractor.
In the first set of experiments, we studied how the performance of our system evolves for various threshold values \(N\) on the different combinations of \(\chi^2\) ranked unigram, bigram, and trigram features. In order to rank the features associated with an experiment, we first pooled all features with the specific feature types used in the experiment under one set (i.e., unigram and bigram features were pooled for unigram + bigram experiment). We constructed a contingency table for each feature from the pooled set and computed the \(\chi^2\) statistics. Once all features were ranked and their corresponding threshold value was established, we built a feature vector for each sentence. Specifically, given a subset of \(N\) relevant features extracted from the ranked list of features, we considered in the representation of a given sentence's feature vector only the features from the subset of relevant features that were also found in the sentence. Therefore, the size of the feature space was equal to the size of the relevant features subset \(N\) whereas the length of each feature vector will be at most this value.

**Fig. 4** shows the results of these experiments. The results are computed using the \(f\)-score which represents the harmonic mean of precision and recall. For unigrams, we considered 14 different values of \(N\) from a range of 100–5000. This number increased to 18 for uni + bigram experiment from a range of 100–35,000, and 22 for uni + bi + trigram experiment from a range of 100–80,000. As can be seen from the figure, in the overall, unigram performed better than uni + bigram and uni + bigram + trigram. The highest performance was achieved by unigram at \(N = 200\) (precision = 0.835, recall = 0.628, \(f\)-score = 0.717).

In the second set of experiments, we compared unigrams with UMLS concepts for different values of \(N\). As can be seen from **Table 9**, the performance of unigram is higher than UMLS concepts. When unigrams and UMLS concepts combined, the performance values are quite similar to those of only unigrams; however, the best performance was again achieved with unigram at \(N = 200\). This finding can be explained by many of the strong unigram features (e.g., *if, further*) that are not in UMLS. These features capture the main characteristics of the recommendation sentences; therefore, adding UMLS concepts as features do not improve the overall classification performance. In the rest of the paper, we used unigrams at \(N = 200\) as the baseline.

### 4.1.2. Feature type experiments

To understand the effect of each feature type, we added syntactic and structural features to the baseline features (unigrams at \(N = 200\)) individually and compared the classification performance. To see the effect of all features, we combined syntactic and structural features as the last feature combination, and compared its classification performance with the baseline performance. **Table 10** summarizes the results of the experiments. The accuracy was high for all the experiments since most instances were negative; therefore, precision, recall, and \(f\)-score were more informative for evaluation purposes. As can be seen from **Table 10**, each feature type increased the performance slightly when compared to the baseline. MaxEnt achieved the best precision with the structural features \((B + St)_\text{max}\) and the best recall both with the syntactic \((B + S)_\text{max}\) and combined features \((B + S + St)\). The differences are minor and not statistically significant.

### 4.1.3. Data imbalance experiments

In our annotated dataset, the classes were imbalanced. There were only 113 (0.68%) sentences labeled as positive (minority class) and 18,634 (99.4%) sentences labeled as negative (majority class) for recommendation. The ratio of negative sentences over positive...
negative training instances. For each stance, out of 51 false positives made by our best classifier, we did not have that expertise to make that distinction perfectly. For instance, our classifier identified “‘t recommended” as positive due to strong features such as “t,” identified by the classifier with highest f-score (k = 9) and it stabilizes gradually as k increases. At k = 44, precision and recall are closest to each other (precision = 0.7043, recall = 0.7168, f-score = 0.7105).

Fig. 6 includes the precision, recall, and f-score plots for different values of k. As can be seen from the graph, the performance change is sharper for smaller values of k and it stabilizes gradually as k increases.

4.2. Error analysis

We analyzed the false positive and false negative sentences identified by the classifier with highest f-score (k = 9) and made the following observations.

4.2.1. False positives

A main source of error was due to our definition of recommendation, which excludes hedge sentences that look very much like recommendations. To have one radiologist and one clinician as the two annotators enabled us to distinguish true recommendations from hedges cases in the gold standard, but our system does not have that expertise to make that distinctions perfectly. For instance, out of 51 false positives made by our best classifier (k = 9), 15 sentences (as listed in Table 12) are hedges, not true recommendations. Our classifier mistakenly identified those sentences as positive due to strong features such as recommend. These examples show identifying a clinically important recommendation is much harder than identifying a general recommendation.

Another source of error is that our current text processing process does not include negation analysis. This results in the false identification of negated recommendation sentences as positives. For instance, our classifier identified “No further follow-up is recommended” as recommendation sentences due to highly weighted features such as follow-up and recommend.

4.2.2. False negatives

The main reason for the false negative cases was our limited training set. We had 113 positive recommendation sentences in the table, when the sets are balanced (precision = 0.7043, recall = 0.7168, f-score = 0.7105). As can be seen from the graph, the performance increases. At k = 44, precision and recall are closest to each other (precision = 0.7043, recall = 0.7168, f-score = 0.7105).

Fig. 6 includes the precision, recall, and f-score plots for different values of k. As can be seen from the graph, the performance change is sharper for smaller values of k and it stabilizes gradually as k increases.

4.2. Error analysis

We analyzed the false positive and false negative sentences identified by the classifier with highest f-score (k = 9) and made the following observations.

4.2.1. False positives

A main source of error was due to our definition of recommendation, which excludes hedge sentences that look very much like recommendations. To have one radiologist and one clinician as the two annotators enabled us to distinguish true recommendations from hedges cases in the gold standard, but our system does not have that expertise to make that distinctions perfectly. For instance, out of 51 false positives made by our best classifier (k = 9), 15 sentences (as listed in Table 12) are hedges, not true recommendations. Our classifier mistakenly identified those sentences as positive due to strong features such as recommend. These examples show identifying a clinically important recommendation is much harder than identifying a general recommendation.

Another source of error is that our current text processing process does not include negation analysis. This results in the false identification of negated recommendation sentences as positives. For instance, our classifier identified “No further follow-up is recommended” as recommendation sentences due to highly weighted features such as follow-up and recommend.

4.2.2. False negatives

The main reason for the false negative cases was our limited training set. We had 113 positive recommendation sentences...
5. Conclusion

The main contribution of this paper is the text processing pipeline that identifies the radiology report sentences that involve clinically important recommendations. Our pipeline includes a novel statistical section segmentation approach that can be easily generalizable to radiology reports from other institutions. In addition, we showed that statistical feature selection improved the overall classification performance. In our experiments, we compared different feature set sizes for unigram, bigram, trigram, and UMLS concept features and found that top 200 unigram features ranked by $\chi^2$ statistics achieved the best performance. Adding syntactic and structural features provided a modest gain, increasing $f$-score from 0.717 to 0.723 with B + S + St. Furthermore, we ran experiments to understand the effect of data imbalance between the positive and negative sentence classes. Our experiments showed that for lower values of $k$, we achieved very high recall but lower precision. As $k$ increased, the recall gradually decreased and precision increased. We achieved the highest $f$-score of 0.758 at $k = 9$ (precision = 0.662, recall = 0.885).

For future work, we will focus on the following areas. First, the current system is trained on a small dataset double annotated by a radiologist and an internal medicine physician. The small dataset was the main limitation of our study; in our future experiments, we plan to increase the training size with multiple annotators and increase the classification performance. Second, because our primary research aim is to prevent medical errors due to missed recommendation information, recall is a more important measure than precision for this classification task. We achieved the higher levels of recall when the datasets were more balanced. In the future, we will investigate ways to increase precision for smaller values of $k$ where recall is higher. Third, in this paper, we focused on identifying clinically important recommendations. For future work, we want to identify a particular type of recommendations within the set of clinically important recommendations – namely, the ones due to incidental findings – because they are the ones that are often missed by physicians because they often do not require immediate action and are not related to the medical concern for which the radiology test is requested by referring physicians.

Our ultimate goal is to create a production computing system that will be used in conjunction with our radiology information system and EMR to alert providers, highlight clinically important recommendations (especially the ones due to incidental findings) in the EMR, and develop a recall database to reduce the risk that important findings will be overlooked.
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